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 Practical, hands-on guideline by among the founders of the Boy Scouts of America consists of an
abundance of information and suggestions on how to build from a bark tee pee and tree-top house
to a log cabin and beaver mat hut.One of the founders of the Boy Scouts of America, Beard
provides a hand-on instruction for building a selection of habitable structures in the wilderness and
additional difficult environments. Over 332 illustrations and apparent, easy-to-follow text get this to an
invaluable book.
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 I’m out in the Kingdom from September- November and this old time reserve will be handy.. Sadly,
gone are the days of the areas, farms, and "the woods" for me personally. A large portion of this
land was simply "woods" and it had been here where my some of my greatest childhood memories
were formed. The place was literally my playground and I can remember going back in those
woods to build forts and pretending to become Daniel Boone. I was under no circumstances in the
Boy Scouts but participated in an exceedingly similar program for males known as the "Royal
Rangers" for several years. I've generally loved camping and becoming outdoors and I've continued
this interest for this day. I was fortunate to be elevated on 38 acres of land that was partially useful
for farming. Plenty of illustrations and clear to see.. Whenever possible, I still travel back again to my
childhood home, and it is right here that I think this publication by D. Though not as large as huge
as more expensive backpacks it does well and wears extremely well. Beard will become a valuable
resource of suggestions for my son and I. Which most people hardly understand. The book is very
conversational, readable, and you feel just like the author is speaking to the imaginative child within
people. The book has a lot of advice too. As I am scanning this book, I can't help but to think of the
ideas and possibilities of how I could begin to build these items and it really makes me desire to
rush out and begin building my next fort/campsite. It's like my inner child considering a plaything
catalog! There aren't a lot of technical details about how to build these "shelters, shacks, and
shanties", sufficient information, guidance, and great illustrations to truly get you pointed in the proper
direction. As things improvement we all want some creature comforts and more control over the
ramifications of nature, therefore we build a more long lasting shelter which allows fire to enter the
home. Beard. I found the information in this book to be effectively laid out and clear to see. I had lots
of fun reading through it, making notes all on the way of stuff that I want to try out when we next
venture back home. If you enjoy any aspect of building wilderness shelters or appreciate camping in
a shelter you made then this is the book for you.C. Beard gives guidance on laying the branches in
ways in order that water runs from them very easily (ends pointing down). Just reading the reserve
certainly gets me excited about our annual camping trip to the mountains of North Carolina as well. I
anticipate reading some of the various other books by this author and I recommend this one! My
boys like this book My 13-year-outdated boy scout asked for this reserve. After reading bits and
pieces for a week or so, he enlisted his brother plus some neighborhood boys to move build some
"shelters" in the woods outside. They kept discussing the shelter and I figured it had been typical
exaggeration. Now that I've it I’m good to go for next calendar year in the North East Kingdom. A
great browse for young and aged from an appropriate source A great browse for young and aged
from a proper source, one of the founders of the Boy Scouts of America. All constructed with
branches and saplings in the woods.The book inspired them. or in the trunk yard If you ever get the
chance to create a camp, playhouse, or cabin in the woods, you then should read this book before
you start. Some of the words within have resulted in interesting discussions at our house about how
words and phrases have evolved and how sights and attitudes have evolved in the last century.
Build it yourself in the woods. I have a five year older boy and I have already been determined to
provide him the opportunity to experience the outdoors by taking him camping.. It's old school rather
than politically correct, which makes me enjoy it that much more. It provides illustrations and types
of every type of woodland shelter from a single-person brush lean-to to quite elaborate cabins, with
simple layouts for the latter. Additionally, there are sections on a number of the skills necessary to
build the good examples, such as for example how to split shakes and shingles and how to shop
and notch logs for a cabin. He also shows examples of cabins of different areas, historical shacks
constructed by railroad workers and sod farmers, and system shelters similar to the Seminole
chickee suitable for damp or marshy ground. There is even an extensive section on home-produced



latches and door lock, including a couple of combination locks! If you are a camper searching for a
helpful guideline to stick in your backpack i'd definitely recommend this. The book is full of facts and
practical advice that is really helpful. As my child grows older, I am hoping to incorporate even more
of these lessons, suggestions, and the enjoyment of the outdoors suggested by D. If nothing at all
else this is an extremely informative and interesting book to read and I am pleased with my buy of
it. This teaches the essential progression of shelter. the natural order of survival shelters.The book
was written nearly a 100 years ago by a man who is considered to be one of the founders of The
Boy Scouts. Your first evening in the woods could possibly be sheltered by loe hanging branches
under a fir tree. Your next night can provide you a concept to build something bigger that may be
able to possess a fire near more than enough to warm you as well as your new home. I could
remember being a kid and building my lean-to shelters with my branches just thrown at the top and
sides at all they would lay. It had been amazing -- and it stood up to the latest ice storms that
remaining people without power for weeks. It includes instructions on building various shelters each
with helpful and fun illustrations. I would say this publication is for anyone, specifically younger fans
of the outdoors. Extremely informative and well organized I purchased this publication after
JoeRobinetBushcraft , a guy I view from youtube would you Bush Craft builds, recommended
it.Shelters, Shacks, and Shanties: The Classic Instruction to Building Wilderness Shelters (Dover
Books on Architecture) A great book extracted from what I really believe are old Boy . First time I
could walk both of my dogs and also have my coffee too.. A great book extracted from what I
believe are outdated Boy Scout Manuels. Today, my work has taken me away from my childhood
house and into the town where I live on a bit of property about how big is a postage stamp. An
excellent book for young scouts or anyone else who wants to make some natural materials
shelters. Made for the perfect Father's Day Gift !! I actually gave this to my father as a Father's Day
gift because he's said for several years that after he retires he wants to create a mud hut down by
the river....well dad perhaps you need this publication to help you with your plan. Great product Love
this leash... I have been looking for this book for quite a while. A few of us adults walked down one
day to start to see the shelter -- WOW!It's no wonder why this book is still getting published and
enjoyed even today! Some of the references to some points have changed but keeping from the
weather never adjustments. There are some aha moments when I browse the book. Get it even if
your likely to play with the kids in the trunk woods. Now that I've it I’m all set for next yr in the North
East .. No tangles canines had plenty of space to sniff and move around. Really happy with the
merchandise. I provide a thumbs up & Five Stars ***** All the over how to begin a fire developing
shelter where to find food Great publication with almost everything you need to know too survive in
the outside Well organized and easy to read some very nice ideas and practical tips for . If only this
reserve would of fell into my hands 30 years back! Three Stars useful information Five Stars this is
an excellent read and essential for Books on BushCraft Excellent pack for hunting Superb pack for
hunting. Well organized and easy to read some very nice ideas and practical suggestions for use in
the field. These methods have been ensure that you used by people who have wilderness
experience. R Three Stars More of a brief description of various kinds of shelters than a instruction
information to build them..C. Load carrying capability is better thanexpected. Comfy to wear for long
periods in different terrain. I am 6'3'' tall and backpack was incredibly comfortable to wearvenwhen
totally full. Thanks
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